
MARKETPLACE AGREEMENT 

IN TERMS OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY & COMMUNICATION ACT 2006, 
THIS DOCUMENT IS AN ELECTRONIC DOCUMENT CONSIDERED AN 
AGREEMENT BETWEEN TWO PARTIES BINDING THEMSELVES TO ACT & 
FOLLOW THE CONTRACTS, TERMS OF THIS AGREEMENT, AND AMENDED 
PROVISIONS BELONGS TO INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND 
COMMUNICATION ACT OF 2006. THIS ELECTRONIC DOCUMENT 
COMPUTER SYSTEM GENERATED AND NOT REQUIRE ANY DIGITAL / 
PHYSICAL SIGNATURE. ON OPENING / CREATING AS A SELLER ACCOUNT 
IN MARS MARKET PLACE WITH CLICKING INTO TERMS & CONDITONS 
APPLYING / ABIDING THE SELLER (2ND PARTY) TO ACCEPT THIS 
AGREEMENT CONTRACTS, TERMS & PROVISIONS. TO USING, ACCESS OF 
SELLER ACCOUNT THROUGH MARS MARKET PLACE IS THE ACCEPTANCE 
OF THE SELLER OF ALL TERMS & CONDITIONS INTO THIS AGREEMENT. AS 
WELL UPDATED OF THIS AGREEMENT SHALL ACCEPT BY SELLER IN 
FURTHER TO USE THIS PLATFORM AND SHALL BE CONSIDERED AS 
ACCEPTANCE. 

1ST PARTY: This present agreement is established in order to set up a 
contractual relationship by and between: MARS, registered address 223/1, Khan 
A Saboor Road, Khalishpur, Khulna operates an online marketplace at 
www.marsgiant.com. 

AND 

2ND PARTY: The Seller (hereinafter referred to as “Seller”), a sole individual 
proprietor / company / manufacturing industry, registered under the laws of the 
People’s Republic of Bangladesh. MARS and Seller both parties are hereinafter 
referred to collectively as party not partner.  

THIS ELECTRONIC AGREEMENT SHALL GOVERNED BY THE BANGLADESH 
LAW & REGULATIONS. BOTH PARTIES ARE AGREE TO SUBMIT ITS 
SPECIFIC JURISDICTION TO COMPETENT COURT. 
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1. Seller Opportunity 

1.1. Provision Reference: Any reference of this agreement to any provision of act or 

clause shall be interpreted as reference of that provision as amended or 

authorized or extended on the relevant time. 

1.2. Agreement Performance: This agreement explicitly leading the succeed 

agreements within both parties agreed condition, upon agreeing in seller terms 

stated everywhere without showing any disagree between both parties. 

1.3. Abide by all Terms: Seller’s on MARS marketplace is abiding by all terms into 

this agreement, annexes, appendices, customer policy, seller return and 

replacement policy, seller code of conducts, registration policy, contract 

termination policy, buyer seller communication policy, selling commission 

policy, and / or stated in MARS marketplace platform. 

1.4. Opportunity: MARS is an online market place where seller & customer meet in 

online to sell & purchase products from this platform.  It’s permits seller to sell 

their goods at this market place www.marsgiant.com and customers are allows 

to choose their expected goods from sellers to purchase through online system. 

MARS through this ecommerce online platform enabling both to serve their 

needs in respect of business & customer demand. The online marketplace 

enabling the sellers to sell their goods appointed MARS as their commission 

agent as per below conditions set hereunder:  

1.5. Instant Separation: Considering customer all policy and seller all policy, to 

maintain the MARS business ethics in terms of quality, customer satisfaction or 

in any way of loss for MARS, MARS deserves right to terminate the contract 

with any Seller’s / any time with prior 24 hours electronic notice to seller as 

governed by MARS. 

1.6. Seller Acceptance: Officially this agreement will be executed as per seller 

confirmation electronically from his end by clicking the terms and conditions on 

account creation as well as access, use of the platform shall lead the 

acceptance by the seller including updated received through E-mail from MARS 

without no obligation response. MARS and seller both parties are responsible 

to execute their own trades as guided on the basis of online act & behave as 

well. Due to constant changing of MARS services, Seller’s policy will be updated 

as required and Sellers are abiding to follow the changes which is considered 
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to be the part of this agreement in terms of use this marketplace platform, seller 

center access. Seller will be informed by the updated policies time to time. 

1.7. Objectives: Ensure product quality with customer satisfaction is the main goal 

for both stake holder through this online marketplace platform. 

1.8. Fulfilment by MARS (FBM): MARS will provide the fulfillment services for sellers 

depends on agreed upon commission with any other additional service charges, 

but not limited to as mentioned below. MARS could be appointed any third-party 

vendor to implement any services / execution of this agreement any terms 

without any prior notice to seller. Fulfilment services for seller on placed 

customer order process, payment collection through COD / MFS / electronic 

platform from customers, invoice creation, shipment process, RMA process, 

refund process on behalf of seller to support their business. Also, MARS will 

support the seller a bunch of services like digital marketing, product promoting 

in different digital platform to generate sales leads, also seller will be guided to 

generate more revenue as a consultation services or the paid services chosen 

by seller. 

2. Seller Market place Activities 

2.1. Registration: Seller will be registered from the seller platform by his credentials 

as E-mail / Phone number considered as User name and the password will be 

considered as security code to access to his / her seller dashboard. After 

approved as a seller, seller will receive his log in credentials into his / her 

registered E-mail address. Seller sign up probation period will be three months 

to show his performance. 

2.2. Account Access & Communication: Seller is advised to communicate with 

MARS from the registered E-mail address for any electronic communications if 

required, electronic communication by using other electronic address which is 

not approved by MARS platform, MARS is not responsible to response for those 

communications. Seller is not permit to share his log in credentials to any third 

party or any other person, MARS will never ask any seller log in credentials in 

any form of requirement. Seller will be fully responsible for any damages / 

misuse of this account due to credentials disclose to anyone. 

2.3. Account Information: As per seller registration group policy, feature will be 

enabled at seller dashboard for his business execution. Seller is responsible to 



update his / her profile as designed by MARS marketplace seller platform, as 

well as other required information product upload data, back account detail 

need to be put correctly by the seller, here MARS is not responsible for any 

incorrect data entered by seller which liability goes to seller inclusively. Seller 

account will be inactive as per performance measure on probation period. 

2.4. Knowhow of Seller account operating: Seller shall read all sorts of term & 

conditions, policies, training module for seller dashboard to operate his shop / 

seller platform, Seller shall send an acknowledgement E-mail to MARS 

support@marsgiant.com of understanding all operations to sell through MARS 

platform. 

2.5. Seller Response Process with Customer: MARS will forward customer query / 

complain from any response media of MARS to seller. Seller is responsible to 

reply any business communication / query from MARS which belongs to 

customers within 48 hours of business hours, failure of this communication will 

be worth of agreement between MARS & Sellers. MARS will forward the seller 

reply to customers within shortest time after received from seller. 

2.6. Market Place Condition: Seller uploaded products will be displayed to MARS 

marketplace as feature / deal / regular product / campaign product will be 

considered sold by Seller not by MARS, Seller will use this platform to sell his 

product as MARS will act commission agent to facilitate the platform. 

2.7. Correct Product information: Seller shall be responsible to list actual own 

product in seller dashboard / shop with true product information as prescribed 

format by MARS system. Incorrect information shared by seller in market place 

will lead to legal action by MARS or by any govt. concern dept. Product 

placement, position, displaying into the marketplace will be as per MARS 

system process as well as governed by MARS. 

2.8. Product redesign: MARS reserves right to redesign the product picture to 

correct format, changes any content to publish, modify data, interpret, 

reproduce the product listing as requested by seller. Charges will be applicable 

for these services as per seller registration group policy or requirement placed 

by Seller. Charges will be adjusted/ deduct from seller payment of product sold. 

2.9. Prohibited Product: Seller is prohibited to sell any unauthorized / restricted 

product in declaration by govt. BSTI or from any concern department or abide 
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by government law. MARS have right to delisted any product which is 

unauthorized / restricted by government law and breaching this policy by seller 

will lead to termination of this agreement with actions could be taken by the 

government authorities to seller. Any Disputes raised by customers related any 

old product / seller communication, Seller is fully responsible for those disputed 

/ legal issues raised by consumers in terms of consumers protection act of 

Bangladesh / by any govt. concern department. MARS is not responsible for 

any resolution / arbitrate between seller & Customers. 

2.10. Deal & Promotion: Upon agreed on Seller as discussed between MARS & 

Sellers, any discounts, promotional campaign could be executed on MARS 

marketplace which ownership will be considered for seller on his listed product 

price. Even any fees / charges if applicable in this process of execution will be 

upon seller listed price. Any charges adjustment will lead on seller payment 

transaction by MARS. 

2.11. Charges of Return Product: Seller will be charged for courier amount (including 

product listed price) if any customer raised the refund request due to disputed 

product issue and approved by admin status. Same courier amount which was 

paid by customer will be deducted on seller payment cycle. 

2.12. Buyer / Seller Contract: Product publishing through MARS marketplace by the 

seller will be treat a contract to all buyer / customer; where customer order 

placement is acceptance of that contract shall be subject to this agreement 

between them (Customer & Seller), at this trade dealing or any conflict between 

this contract the subject agreement will sustained. In between this contract, 

MARS shall act as digital marketplace to help & meet this trade requirement 

between customer & seller. Any disputes / conflicts issues arise between 

customer / seller will be handled as stated in this agreement terms & polices 

whichever applied in connection of disputes, MARS have no relation into that 

between the subject of the contract of seller & customer under this agreement. 

2.13. Seller Performance: Seller performance will be measured by the product review 

and rating, seller rating by customers. Seller performance rating will be 

degraded due to unauthorized / restricted product selling, regular out of stock, 

not follow packaging guideline or consumer protection policy, Order 

cancellation or number of product return, breaching buyer seller communication 

policy (breaching this policy in the ground of communicating with customer if 



found from seller end in any form of communication media, without prejudice 

seller shall compensate 50,000 Tk to MARS) etc. will lead to seller account 

inactivation (W/O any prior notice to seller), financial penalization (will be 

deducted from the product sold payout, on adjustment if due left, seller shall 

pay the rest amount to MARS within 7 business days), decreasing order limits, 

blacklisting, termination of contract (W/O any prior notice to seller), not limited 

to. In this regard, seller will be guided on counseling & training to improve his / 

her efficiency for Relisted again. 

3. Liability Constraint 

3.1. Acknowledgement: Seller acknowledges the seller account access, using all 

seller dashboard feature, content & functionality, marketplace, apps, software’s, 

data, in connection with seller accounts and activities using all these materials 

& online function at his own liability and permitted by law.  

3.2. Disclaim any Liability: MARS disclaims any direct / indirect warranties of this 

contract or agreement or any dealing contemplated by this agreement, any 

obligation or liability or claim, remedy in tort, Rights, trading usage, course of 

performance & dealing, non-infringement, whether or not arising from MARS 

negligence. 

3.3. Functionality: MARS not represents and authorizing that seller access, 

accounts, features, marketplace feature, in connection to seller usage of any 

functionality related to this platform will meet seller requirement or availability 

of those function, or bug free.  

3.4. Marketplace system dependency: MARS is not liable for any uninterrupted 

system & services, site surfing slow performance, site down, functionality not 

working, including but not limited to system or service interruption which may 

affect on operational process, receipt, settlement of any dealing, acceptance, 

transaction and contracts. 

3.5. Seller Acknowledgement of Release: Since MARS is not a party into the 

contracts between Seller & Customers, raising any dispute between them, 

seller & customer both party releasing MARS including its staffs, and belongs 

to its contractor from any disputed issues, any type of damages, seen & unseen, 

disclosed / undisclosed raising in connection such claims / disputes. 



3.6. Sole Ownership: Upon Successful delivered (Till not any Return product 

request raised by customer) the sold product to customer the title & ownership 

of the product shall be transferred to Customer, Until shipment receive status 

Seller shall remain sole owner of any sold product, same undisputed ownership 

shall revert to seller in case of product return request raised by customer by 

sending product or product return by order cancellation. Sold / Unsold product 

Ownership shall never pass to MARS. 

3.7. Liability: MARS completely not liable to the seller or any individual (disregards 

in process, sells, products, whether in contract or warranty or in any other way) 

for their generated costing, any investment, indemnity, any business loss or 

profit or revenue or any type of damages, data loss, product inventory in 

platform for sales investment or raising out any claims in connection to this 

agreement. Additionally, MARS combined the liability if raising under this 

agreement or into its any contract or the transactions contemplated will not 

outdo during the prior four-month duration the total commission paid by seller 

to MARs except the clause no. 3.2. 

4. Selling Fees / Commission 

4.1. Detail & Process: MARS shall charge seller per product basis selling fees / 

commission by selling any product through MARS marketplace platform and 

commission will be prior fix on uploading product upon agreement between 

Seller and MARS and this selling fee will be adjusted on seller payment 

transaction. 

Category Detail 

Fees Applicable Fees applicable per product wise 
Selling Commission Selling commission will be as fixed price per product as 

negotiated between seller & MARS on uploading process 
prior approval. 

Commission 
Declaration 

While uploading page, find a field product commission, 
please put the fixed commission as decided in contract 

Commission 
Deduction 

While payment will be made by MARS to seller, commission 
amount will be deducted on seller payment processing time. 

Approval / 
Disapproval 

After product uploaded with declaring commission, MARS 
will review the commission as decided and product will be 



approved. If commission field amount is not matched, 
product will be disapproved. 

 

4.2. Act & Right: MARS shall act as a commission agent in relation with seller under 

this agreement. MARS have right to change selling fees / commission per 

product any time with prior 7 working day notice to seller. 

 

5. Payment Term 

5.1. Process: Periodically MARS will disburse the amount of sold product of a seller 

to his listed account as per his request from his dashboard (Request for 

transaction) in Bangladeshi taka as well as he can update his bank information 

from the dashboard setting. Seller can see all this transactional detail from his 

dashboard “View all transaction”. Seller has to request through the platform for 

his payment after a certain period of product shipment status. Payment for each 

product will be initiated after two weeks from the date of successful delivered to 

customer & in status of customer received. 

5.2. Payment Request: Seller is not allowed to request payment before shipment of 

customer product received status or during product replacement request 

process. Seller will be able to do request for replacement while the transaction 

status will be closed. 

5.3. Due Adjustment: Any due /adjustment/ due charges amount as stated each 

section or any charges stated any section at this agreement whichever 

applicable to seller abide by the terms & contacts any part under this agreement 

will be deducted from seller transactional payment amount while disbursing 

process to seller bank account; like any charges, product commission, 

penalization, refund amount as arise by customers, promotional / discount / 

bundle offer amount etc.  whatever due, subject to MARS right as per this 

agreement.  

5.4. Payment Failure: MARS is not liable for any payment failure to seller due to 

incorrect bank detail under the clause 2.3 as stated. For any payment 

adjustment clause no. 5.3 shall be applicable, return & replace policy will be 

applicable as stated to this agreement. 



5.5. Compensation & Liability of MARS: In case of any seller product lost by MARS 

in courier process / transit, MARS will refund the product actual purchase 

amount in which price seller bought the product after cross check the purchase 

invoice of seller. Regarding return product if any dispute raised by seller, MARS 

investigation team will review the issue & generate the fact to share with seller, 

if it’s happened from customer end, MARS will not be liable in this regard on 

refund amount. If the fact stated disputed issues happened from MARS end, 

then MARS will reimburse the product actual amount to seller.  

5.6. Seller Responsibility on any tax payment: MARS have right to deduct or 

withhold the payment under any government law of taxes, duties and also have 

right to remit the same to the government concern authority of any jurisdiction 

related to any transaction. Seller is solely responsible to bear all expense (the 

cost generated on product selling process through MARS platform, dropping 

product to MARS drop point up to selling customers, sales tax, except the 

courier charges will be bear by customer if applicable) and the payment 

whichever imposed by government authorities like taxes, value added tax 

(VAT), custom duties, excise tax, any yearly / monthly charges relate to his / 

her product /sell, import tax or manufacturing related any charge & taxes, not 

limited to, shall duly pay by seller whatever belongs to him / her or on his 

sourcing channels partner / contractor or manufacturer wherever it’s imposed 

as governed by government. MARS shall not have any liability on above 

mentioned payment & generated cost. 

5.7. Priority Deduction: Seller acknowledged that any payment due that need to be 

deducted by MARS from seller payment transaction, that shall prioritize to be 

deduct from the immediate payment transaction release from MARS end which 

will be processed on timely manner on payment period. 

6. Reparation / Compensation 

6.1. Seller agrees to protect, release, secure, insure and defend MARS including 

their associates & all staffs, vendor, distributor, field worker, agents, users, 

inheritors, against from all expense (including legal costs on an indemnity 

basis), consequences, losses, expenses, penalties, damages, and liabilities 

whatever are arising in connection to:  

6.1.1. Breaching of warranty / guarantee commitment of any product 



6.1.2. Not followed packaging / label / government declared document attached 

6.1.3. Any Claim raised by customer in relation of any contract under this 

agreement. 

6.1.4. Faulty / Rejected product sold to customers.  

6.1.5. Violation of law / policy / regulations committed by the Seller  

6.1.6. Any payment failure by seller to pay on time the duties or taxes whatsoever 

relate to product supply, delivery, sale, manufacture, import etc.  

6.1.7. Any carelessness, inattention, mistakes of whatsoever nature of Seller or 

its staffs or belongs to his supplier, agent, contractors etc. or any 

representation made herein. 

6.1.8. Any Claims raised by customer to Consumer rights government authority or 

any private concern. 

7. Seller Declaration, Representation, Intellectual Property & Confidentiality 

7.1. Representation: 

7.1.1. Seller representing & declaring to MARS that all sold product through MARS 

marketplace, however it’s sourced from third party / imported / 

manufactured, Seller shall have all trading license, permits & authorization 

from concern regulatory & ensuring all government code of conduct, rules 

or any applicable laws. 

7.2. Confidentiality: 

7.2.1. Both parties are prohibited to expose through any electronic media / 

disclose / any type of publishing media / discuss either personal information, 

content, site / platform private data & design, or scope of details of this 

agreement, each other business belonging data with third party, customer 

data, electronic or graphics or any other form of document exchanged within 

both party – printed or non-printed, or whichever considered & controlled as 

confidential within both party.  

7.2.2. Here, seller shall not reveal any above-mentioned material / document / 

data without written consent of MARS and can be shared only within MARS 

seller community for learning purpose. 



7.2.3. Both parties, including their staff and involved individuals are to be 

considered the part of this agreement performance and prohibited to 

disclose any such information to third party whatever considered 

confidentiality within both parties.  

7.2.4. Upon termination of this contract or either demand from any party for any 

provided document / information shall be return immediately. 

 

 

7.3. Intellectual Property: 

7.3.1. Seller also warrants to MARS that published product in marketplace 

sourcing through any way / channel / party don’t have relation directly / 

indirectly infringe any intellectual property in terms of distribution, sales, 

marketing, promotion to marketplace.  

7.3.2. Furthermore, seller warrants to MARS that its listed product is not infringed 

to copy right, trade name, trade mark, patent or any other claims raised by 

any vendor as ownership of intellectual property. Sellers represents himself, 

products listed in platform of its intellectual property or all rights with 

ownership belongs to him / her / his company, MARS acknowledges not 

obtaining any rights of the product as intellectual property belongs to its 

organization. 

7.3.3. Both Parties are strictly prohibited to use any negative comments / 

statement each other, shall not deliver any insulted words, or about the 

brand name, trade mark, service mark or any system weak points to 

compare or related to market place or any negative behavior or any 

activities which will lead to either party / organizational reputation in online 

/ offline or in any media or any social media.  

7.3.4. Both are agrees to release, secure, defend, protect & hold their associates 

including all chain of command & staffs, vendor, distributor, field worker, 

agents, users, inheritors, harmless from & against each other, and all 

expense (including legal costs on an indemnity basis), consequences, 

losses, expenses, penalties, damages, and liabilities rising out of any 

accused or actual patent, trade secret, trademark name, copy right or any 



intellectual property right violation or any raising claim, or action resultant 

from that trade advertising, manufacture, sales, distribution or product use. 

7.3.5. Seller shall remain undisputed owner of the unsold product till to delivery to 

customer, revert ownership shall remain again seller on return, replace or 

cancelled order in whichever way product return to seller. Ownership / title 

of the product in any status shall not come to MARS. 

7.4. Seller Declaration: Seller acknowledged, warrants & represent that:  

7.4.1. Seller shall bound to deliver any written certification of compliance required 

by any or local government concern in jurisdiction of any countries local or 

international law & regulation upon written request consent from MARS. 

Seller not entitled to use MARS intellectual property without written 

consents or approval from MARS. 

7.4.2. As a MARS seller, you are declaring no involvement have of yours or your 

institution with any terrorism or criminal activities or money laundering or 

any illegal financial activities or any type of fraudulent in relation with your 

transaction into accounts, or any refund payment. 

7.4.3. MARS may require for any purpose (MARS & it’s staff as an institution are 

committed in supporting government law & order to prohibit terrorism & 

offensive activities, money laundering through our system / product 

/services to be utilized by any fraud. As an Organization, our workers are 

strictly followed to adhere the compliance standards of law & regulations, in 

these regards to prohibit money laundering) to ask seller to provide trading, 

financial, business or business-related personal information. Seller shall 

deliver the same to MARS within 10 working days from the request date. 

7.4.4. All Information including all listed product data, but not limited to, provided 

to MARS /platform by seller, have acknowledged that is true & up to date. 

7.4.5. Seller is solely responsible of sold product warranty / guarantee ensure, 

Quality, detail product catalogue of using the product for the purposes of 

intended, product specification & samples with preferred performance of the 

product, any other descriptions relate to that products shall be confirmed 

strictly. 



7.4.6. Seller sourced products through its partner / supplier / contractors / 

manufacturer / producer whoever involved in any terms should strictly 

adhere all labor law in producing, legally permitted to sell, followed all 

labeling & packaging guideline, duly paid all duties & taxes, product not 

contain any unpermitted drugs or explosives or any prohibited items or 

harmful material or contraband. 

7.4.7. It’s strictly prohibited to publish, use, conduct, convey, modify, update, 

presenting or share any data / information / picture which trespasses any 

trademark / patent / any brand or company trade secrets, copy right, 

ownership, privacy & publication, or any involvement of stolen products or 

any fake products. 

7.4.8. Seller shall solely responsible for any violation of law and will indemnify 

MARS against the consequences of any such violation. Any delivery, 

presentation or any act or any contract shall not violate by the seller or 

conflict in any material respect in relation any law, act, decree, regulation, 

order, writ, injunction or any other requirement of any court or of any 

governmental concern authority or agency thereof. Seller shall not violate 

any clause by the access, distribution and performance of this agreement.  

7.4.9. Any performance, delivery, distribution or any acts or contracts have come 

to perform in connection with customers under this agreement, Seller shall 

strictly comply with all applicable laws, ordinances, regulations (in 

jurisdiction whether it’s international / domestic / local), code of conduct, and 

specifically with any safety & security, health & environment, terms & 

regulations, import and export, where this agreement could be performed. 

Seller will be delisted upon his performance status on probation period. 

7.4.10. To publish the Seller product into MARS marketplace, If any approvals, 

license, exemptions, declaration, waivers, or any official authorization or 

any formal written consent required by MARS,  seller shall be sole 

responsible to procure / mange said document / approvals / authorization 

or any contracting party who / which are required to be made or gained or 

recruited by the Seller in connection to the entry in this agreement or 

perform of the same, have been duly obtained. 



7.4.11. Seller shall solely responsible to handle any claims raised to Consumer 

rights government concern or to any private consumer rights concern by the 

customer. If concern authority penalizes any amount after found the truth of 

the claim valid due to seller carelessness, inattention, mistakes of 

whatsoever nature of Seller or its staffs or belongs to his supplier, agent, 

contractors etc. or any representation made herein, seller will only 

accountable to pay the amount. By any means, if penalization charged to 

MARS, then Seller agrees and confirm that same amount will be adjusted 

from seller payment transaction. As per clause above 2.12, MARS have no 

relation on any disputes / conflicts arises between the subject of the contract 

of seller & customer under this agreement. 

 

8. Seller Product Collection Service (SPCS) 

8.1. SPCS – Third Party Logistic: Any seller can avail this service by sending an E-

mail request to MARS. It will absolutely a seller choice either here MARS will 

suggest the seller to engage a courier service for pick up his product to deliver 

its drop hub or transit center or Seller can avail to engage itself with any third 

party logistic service / courier service to send his / her product to MARS transit 

center or MARS drop hub center. Seller agrees & confirm that he / she will avail 

this service at his own risk to ship the product into MARS transit center or MARS 

drop hub. In Any case, Seller shall have fulfilled the demand to reach the 

product in MARS within maximum 48 hours if the product status is sold from the 

date counted on. Seller shall be responsible for any damage, missing of the 

product & avail this service at his own risk, MARS shall not be responsible for 

any damages, loss / missing of any product only except any disputes by seller 

on handing duration at transit center or MARS drop hub by MARS staff proved 

in investigation by MARS & will compensate net purchase amount of the 

product to seller. Seller shall be responsible to pay any duties / taxes or any 

charges applicable by government concern to utilize this logistics service. This 

service shall be treated an extended support for seller to enhance shipment 

process as required or requested from seller end, Seller shall release & hold 

MARS from any duties, taxes, penalties, charges or any obligation raised by 

any government concern or private authority. MARS shall not act as a logistic 

servicer provider in support of this process by any means. 



 

8.2. SPCS- Logistics hiring by MARS: This service can be avail by performance-

based seller on their written request to MARS through E-mail as per approval 

from MARS end. Seller agrees & confirm that he / she will avail this service at 

his own risk to transfer the stock into MARS transit center. MARS will assign / 

hire logistic support to pick the shipping product or inventory of seller who is 

availing FDS service to transfer stock into transit center. Seller shall be solely 

responsible for any loss / damage for any product on shipment up to customer 

end receiving. MARS shall not be responsible for any damages, loss / missing 

of any product only except any disputes by seller on handing duration at transit 

center or MARS drop hub by MARS staff proved in investigation by MARS & 

will compensate net purchase amount of the product to seller. Seller shall be 

responsible to pay any duties / taxes or any charges applicable by government 

concern to use this logistics service. Seller shall release & hold MARS from any 

duties, taxes, penalties, charges or any obligation raised by any government 

concern or private authority. MARS shall not act as a logistic servicer provider 

in support of this process by any means. 

9. Quality Check (QC) of Shipping Product:  

9.1. MARS & in relation of third party logistic shall have right to inspect any packed 

shipment without prior notice to Seller to check the inside packaging material. 

After reached any shipping box at MARS transit center or MARS drop hub 

place, MARS may open the box in some specific cases for QC purpose as per 

seller confirmation for any sealed product case to case basis. If any dispute 

raised from customer end for such sealed product which not QC checked inside 

box due to sealed item, seller is solely responsible for any disputed issue 

(sealed / unsealed / QC Passed) raised by customer, settlement, or handing 

action / issues processed by government authorities.  

9.2. MARS shall not be responsible in any such cases or disputed issues, Seller 

agrees and acknowledged that seller shall release, indemnify, protect MARS 

from any such disputes or obligation or any contract in relation to this agreement 

or any imposed duties or taxes imposed by any government concern which shall 

applicable to seller for payment & resolution. 



9.3. In regards of FDS by FBM on OSI model, MARS will be responsible to count & 

QC of each product except the sealed product into its inside. On quality check 

disputed product will be return to Seller within 30 days from the date of receive 

and shipping cost will be bear by seller. MARS shall only receive that product 

which QC passed.  

9.4. In a manner of unseen or any product missed the QC by QC team as human 

error, or any product yet not pass QC checked due to seal broken issue, if such 

product shipped to customer and arise any disputed issue, Seller is sole 

responsible of that disputed claim to resolve as guided in this agreement. MARS 

at its transit center is not responsible or not be questioned by seller about QC 

check activities. QC check is the part of support service for seller. Seller have 

to maintain its QC check before shipment at transit center and shall responsible 

of his own product status or occurrence.  

9.5. MARS shall not be responsible for any loss / damage, except if found the 

disputed issue by seller occurred by the MARS staff on handling the stock in 

transit center or MARS drop hub, MARS will refund the stock purchased net 

amount only to Seller as adjustment. MARS & in relation of third party logistic 

shall have right to inspect any packed shipment product without prior notice to 

Seller to check the inside packaging material. Seller agrees and acknowledged 

that seller shall release, indemnify, protect MARS from any such disputes or 

obligation or any contract in relation to this agreement or any imposed duties or 

taxes imposed by any government concern which shall applicable to seller for 

payment & resolution. 

10. Packaging guideline:  

10.1. Seller will Pack with bubble wrap first, then print invoice, shipment & product 

return form to enter into an envelope and attach envelope on top of bubble wrap 

with tape, then wrap with poly wrapper to protect from any water damage, then 

put into your desired cartoon with shipping label printing from manage order by 

opening the order to the top right corner button Label Print and pasting with 

cartoon box.  

10.2. Then seller will drop the shipping box to any of MARS drop hub or if seller avail 

the SPCS service as guided in SPCS clause no.8 to transfer the product into 

MARS drop hub or MARS transit center for shipment process to customer. 



10.3. Seller shall not oblige to write, attach, or mention of his / her address or contact 

in any form or means into the shipping box as per clause no. 2.13 & 

communication process only will be applicable under the clause 2.5 as stated. 

10.4. In case, if the shipping box require courier to MARS drop hub as availed SPCS 

service, Seller will make another wrap (after the customer shipping label paste 

into the box) to cover the shipping box by poly / paper and paste his address & 

MARS drop hub address for sending to MARS drop hub.  

10.5. MARS will open the first cover and will process the shipment to customer. On 

courier up to MARS drop hub, if the shipping box damage, MARS will recover 

the packing after QC check & will send to customer. Here, seller shall be 

charged for repacking at MARS drop hub. In case, in QC check if product 

damage, product will be return to seller at his own cost for sending replacement 

product. MARS shall not be liable in any consequences on courier travel upon 

receiving MARS drop hub or transit center as per SPCS clause no. 8. 

10.6. For FDS service, to transfer the product into MARS transit center, Seller shall 

wrap the quantity product with hard material / box to avoid any damages as well 

as considering its handing. If stock will be a good quantity of product then seller 

will make average weighted box which can be easily carrying weight by any 

labor. Then all boxes will be combined in a cartoon which weight must be easily 

take way / transfer by labor. At every cartoon, seller will paste the packing list 

with product detail configuration. Without packing list no cartoon will be 

accepted in transit center. 

11. Fulfilment by MARS (FBM Service) Category 

11.1. Seller will be served by fulfilment service by MARS (FBM) on following 

Categories: 

11.1.1. Dropship to MARS Hub 

11.1.2. SPCS Facilities as stated on above clause no. 8 

11.1.3. Fast Delivery Service (FDS) by FBM 

11.1.4. OSI Model 

11.2. How fulfilment Works: From the pending order with up to deliver confirmation 

to reach on customer door to manage and look after the process to fulfill the 

orders by MARS is called FBM (Fulfilment by MARS), in addition to facilitate 



an online platform for buyer seller meet of trade dealing, and the SPCS, 

dropship hub, transit center support is part of this FBD service.  

11.3. Fulfilment by Seller: Seller has to fulfill the product dropping within 24 hours 

on drop point timely manner while an order comes from customer and seller 

notified by MARS system. 

11.4. Benefits of Fulfilment: By giving all fulfilment responsibility to MARS by seller, 

he can engage more with product promotion and selling. 

11.5. Hyper Local Shop: MARS have hyper local shop across the nation to deliver 

product to customer in shortest time. 

11.6. Customer Pic Point: MARS have several pick points and customers can 

collect their product without shipping charges. 

11.7. MARS Drop Hub Point: MARS have several drop hubs points to drop the 

seller products through physically or through SPCS service when order placed 

from customer end. 

11.8. MARS facilitate SPCS service to pick order placed product from customer 

point as part of FBM service. 

12. FBM - Dropship to MARS Hub: Seller acknowledged, agreed and authorized to 

MARS that: 

12.1. Order Shipment Policy 

12.1.1. Any type of manipulation or misuse of this shipping policy shall lead to 

delisting the seller online shop. 

12.1.2. Upon Successful delivered (Till not any Return product request raised by 

customer) the sold product to customer the title & ownership of the product 

shall be transferred to Customer, Until shipment receive status, sold / 

unsold product or return / replace (revert the ownership to seller),  Seller 

shall only be sole owner of the product where the ownership will never pass 

to MARS in any situation; 

12.1.3. The Seller acknowledges and agrees that, Seller shall responsible to send 

ordered placed items to Customer’s through FBM (fulfilment by MARS) 

process as well as responsible for cancelled order & it’s payment, Seller 

acknowledged that MARS is not responsible for any cancelled order 



payment, only payback the collection same to customer through refund 

system policy including courier charges, Seller shall also acknowledged that 

shipping charges will repay by seller to customer where MARS will adjust 

this courier amount through payment system from seller sold product 

payment transaction; 

12.1.4. Seller shall responsible to attach any document / forms in shipping based 

on product type as prescribed in government regulation; 

12.1.5. By any government concern / authority if shipment seized / charged any 

related fees, taxes or any disputed issues raised due to lack of proper 

shipment document, either MARS or third-party logistics shall not be liable 

for any loss; 

12.1.6. Seller will recheck before shipment the order status if cancelled by customer 

then Seller will not be required to dropship in MARS hub or through SPCS 

process; 

12.1.7. MARS & in relation of third party logistic shall have right to inspect any 

packed shipment prior notice to Seller to check the inside packaging 

material; 

12.1.8. Seller acknowledges that on shipment, MARS may use its branding material 

on product packing like sticker or other that the product sold from the MARS 

marketplace; 

12.2. Order Process & Packing 

12.2.1. Upon place an order of any product purchased by customer, an order 

number will be generated, Customer & Seller both will be notified by MARS 

the order detail with product information to their E-mail address which is a 

confirmation of a sale order beside a short message will be sent Seller & 

Customer registered mobile number as an acknowledgement to notify him 

immediately; 

12.2.2. Order status on seller dashboard will be shown as pending status as back 

end process of first step. Upon following the related contracts & terms of 

this agreement Seller shall process the packaging of sold products and drop 

into MARS drop hub or process for courier to the assigned MARS drop hub 



guided by MARS within the declared time frame (physically within 24 hours 

or through courier within 48 hours from the order placed time & date); 

12.2.3. In case of any delay predicted / unpredicted of product deliver to MARS 

drop hub by seller within the timeframe through by physical delivery / courier 

delivery, seller will be informed officially to MARS through E-mail as well as 

MARS call center promptly. Cancellation related all cost shall be borne & 

bear by Seller; 

12.2.4. Seller shall responsible to bear all cost of packaging product as prescribed 

in packaging material to follow packing guideline stated in clause no.10 

whichever applicable service availed from FBM, failure of following packing 

guideline will lead to penalties as well as delisting; 

12.2.5. MARS will be responsible for processing the shipment while product will 

dropship by seller to MARS hub or picked up from seller point to MARS hub 

(picked up cost shall bear by seller) through any third-party logistic support. 

Seller shall prepare product as per packaging guideline before drop. 

12.3. Seller Inventory 

12.3.1. Seller must have maintained true inventory for all his uploaded product in 

seller dashboard day to day basis; 

12.3.2. Seller shall upload / update product inventory while the stock actual stock 

count is 3. No further stock availability or on “out of stock notification”, Seller 

shall disable / delete the product from his dashboard with immediate effect; 

12.3.3. Seller may be penalized to breach marketplace policy if “out of stock 

product” will not be disabled / delete within same day after last product sold 

for stopping the display from marketplace; 

12.3.4. Seller acknowledged that MARS is not act as an agent (except commission 

agent to use the platform) or it’s not coming into his duty that seller 

relinquished all rights to MARS related to its ownership or shipment of seller 

product(s).  

12.4. Disputed Product Replace & Refund 

12.4.1. Seller Acknowledged & Authorized to MARS. Customer can cancel any 

order before or after shipment (following product status, low quality, not 

same product, faulty, damaged, missing original label or logo or freebies or 



manual or warranty card or accessories), and seller shall accept the same 

as per return policy; 

12.4.2. Invalid Obligation: MARS may conduct a quality check on return product 

from customer to protect seller; if customer claim found invalid, product will 

be sent back to customer, reshipment cost will apply to customer account 

or in favor of seller as negotiated for resolution. Seller agrees that it shall be 

bound by MARS investigation into & decision considered the condition of 

the product on the time of delivery 

12.4.3. Seller authorized & acknowledged, upon Customer disputed claims on 

replace request, Seller shall replace the product within the stated timeline 

on return policy of customer & seller or authorize MARS for full refund; 

12.4.4. As per return policy applicable in some specific category, customer can 

cancel the order consider as act of customer return policy if the product no 

longer needed for customer will be return product in unused, undamaged, 

not dirty, no missing, not faulty condition with manufacturing packet and 

seller shall accept the same. Seller shall act in accordance of return policy 

as well as customer protection policy to be followed, in conflict of any return 

or protection policy, policies shall prevail; 

12.4.5. Seller authorized, MARS may its jurisdiction shall impose penalties up to 

70% of product listed price to seller if found any rejection / poor quality / 

faulty / incomplete product delivered to Customer. The damaged / rejected 

product may ship to Seller at his own cost. Also, it will lead delisting the 

seller account as per seller compliance & customer protection policy. 

12.4.6. Seller authorized MARS to refund of full amount with shipping charges 

(MARS may its discretion shall bill to Seller on product shipment & return 

from customer end shipment charges both) on approval of refund request 

in any status product shipped / not shipped, order cancellation, replace 

/return on arising disputed or undisputed claims. Seller shall / must do the 

QC check of every product to avoid of sending faulty / defective / incomplete 

/ rejected product before shipment. 

13. Fast Delivery Service (FDS) by FBM: Seller acknowledged, agreed and authorized 

to MARS that: 



13.1. Seller acknowledge, his/ her own discretion can keep his stock in MARS 

designated storage to support FBM process in execution of FDS (fast delivery 

service); 

13.2. Seller acknowledged that MARS is not act as an agent (except commission 

agent to use the platform) or it’s not coming into his duty that seller relinquished 

all rights to MARS related to its ownership, transit center storage or shipment 

of seller product(s); 

13.3. Seller shall raise formal request through written consent to MARS for approval, 

MARS have fully rights to accept / reject of the request as per seller 

performance matrix, & not authorize to raise any obligation on rejection. 

13.4. Seller is allowed to storage only his listed product quantity in MARS transit 

center, not more, not less declared quality of the listed product upload in 

marketplace through seller dashboard; 

13.5. Seller shall daily check the inventory through the seller dashboard and shall 

refill the product (while 95% product will be stock out as sold or moved) within 

stipulated timeline (48 hours) delivering to assigned transit center & informed 

to MARS operations team. In Case of high demand product, seller shall refill 

the stock while 90% of stock will be finished / stock out / moved for any product 

to be in safe side of full out of stock. After refill the product, Seller is responsible 

to update the quantity in the seller dashboard after E-mail confirmation from 

MARS end;  

13.6. Seller authorizing MARS, whenever / wherever require MARS can move stock 

in its assigned transit center storage for FDS execution policy; 

13.7. Seller shall acknowledge that MARS will act as a transit center, until product 

sold & shipped, Product title & ownership shall belong to Seller, in any way, it 

will not come on MARS. Stock / product shall be stored in transit center at 

Sellers own risk. Seller also warrant that stored product / stock in MARS transit 

center shall not create any hypothecation or mortgage or any security interest 

on its products / stock; 

13.8. Seller shall responsible for any logistics, courier or shipment charges to product 

delivery in transit center by own arrangement or through SPCS service clause 

no. 8 applicable. Seller will follow packaging guideline as stated in clause no. 

10. In this regard, if any expense generated or come into MARS account, then 



same amount will be deducted from seller payment transaction. Seller shall also 

be responsible for packing charge at transit center while product sold & need to 

be shipped to customer as fulfilment service by MARS; 

13.9. Seller shall acknowledge & agree, MARS may, at its discretion, charge the 

transit center storage fee to seller for availing this service, & also responsible 

to pay any taxes or duties due to used such storage facility or any tax imposed 

to MARS in connection as commission agent for the seller for such storage 

facility. Seller will hold the authority from impose such taxes to MARS; 

13.10. Shipping & Return policy in accordance to this agreement shall be applicable 

same in this regard as stated; 

13.11. Seller can avail SPCS service to transfer his inventory to MARS transit center 

as notified address by MARS; 

13.12. Seller acknowledged and confirms, MARS may return the product / stock which 

stored in transit center to seller any time if any decision made from MARS 

authority or arise any business situation without any question response or any 

obligation raised from seller end; 

13.13. Seller acknowledges & agreed that on shipment of the product, MARS may use 

its branding material on product packing like sticker or other that the product 

sold from the MARS marketplace; 

13.14. Upon Successful delivered (Till not any Return product request raised by 

customer) the sold product to customer the title & ownership of the product shall 

be transferred to Customer; 

13.15. Seller shall remain undisputed owner till successfully delivery / shipment 

received status to customer, or unsold product status or return / replace or 

availing storage facility for his stock or listed product at transit center, where the 

title / ownership will never pass or shall not come to MARS in any situation, 

revert ownership shall remain again to seller on return, replace or cancelled 

order in whichever way product return to seller; 

13.16. Seller shall responsible to attach any document / forms in shipping based on 

product type as prescribed in government regulation. By any government 

concern / authority if shipment seized / charged any related fees, taxes or any 



disputed issues raised due to lack of proper shipment document, either MARS 

or third-party logistics shall not be liable for any loss; 

13.17. MARS & in relation of third party logistic shall have right to inspect any packed 

shipment (which came from seller as sealed status at transit center & in QC 

check inside product box has not opened as per seller confirmation) without 

prior notice to Seller to check the inside packaging material. If any dispute 

raised from customer end for such sealed product which not QC checked inside 

box due to sealed item, seller is solely responsible for any disputed issue raised 

by customer, settlement, or handing action / issues processed by government 

authorities. MARS shall not be responsible in any such cases or disputed 

issues; 

13.18. Seller authorized MARS to refund of full amount with shipping charges (MARS 

may its discretion shall bill to Seller on product shipment & return from customer 

to MARS shipped charge both) if applicable product shipped / not shipped 

status to customer on order cancellation, return in terms of disputed / 

undisputed claims arising; 

13.19. Customer can cancel any order before or after shipment (following product 

status, low quality, not same product, faulty, damaged, missing original label or 

logo or freebies or manual or warranty card or accessories), and seller shall 

accept the same as per return policy.  

13.20. MARS may conduct a quality check on return product from customer to protect 

seller; if customer claim found invalid, product will be sent back to customer, 

reshipment cost will apply to customer account or in favor of seller as negotiated 

for resolution. Seller agrees that it shall be bound by MARS investigation into & 

decision considered the condition of the product on the time of delivery; 

13.21. Rejection product as per customer protection policy, or cancelled product 

whichever is not required by customer as declared in clause in this agreement 

and the product condition is not defective or damaged or incomplete, seller shall 

accept of those product return, as well as product will be re-incorporated into 

seller inventory at transit center if the product condition is good.  

13.22. Rejection product which is damaged, incomplete, faulty condition, shall be 

return to seller, & seller shall accept the return & return cost will be bear by 

seller, and will not be reincorporated in seller transit center inventory. Seller 



shall accept the refund policy as stated into this agreement. Seller is bound to 

act in accordance with return policy, in any scope or any conflict in return policy, 

return policy shall prevail. 

13.23. As per return policy applicable in some specific category, customer can cancel 

order consider in act of customer return policy if the product no longer needed 

for customer, shall be return in unused, undamaged, not dirty, no missing, not 

faulty condition with manufacturing packet and seller shall accept the same with 

applied penalization of 30% into customer as stated in return policy. Seller shall 

act & follow in accordance of return policy & customer protection policy, in 

conflict of any return / protection policy, customer protection policy shall prevail. 

13.24. Onboarding Seller Inventory (OSI Model) 

13.24.1. Seller will be responsible to transfer his stock as quantity declared in market 

place to drop ship into MARS transit center physically or can avail through 

SPCS service as mentioned in the clause no.8. Seller shall be responsible 

in this transit / transport process to deliver the product / stock into MARS 

transit center. MARS shall not be liable for any damage / loss / missing of 

Seller product / stock; 

13.24.2. Seller shall be responsible to bear the cost of shipment, related any 

transport / labor cost, any duties / tax whatever comes into in deliver the 

stock to storage into MARS transit center. If any cost has billed to MARS on 

this inventory onboarding into transit center, seller acknowledge that MARS 

will deduct that amount from seller payment transaction; 

13.24.3. MARS will be responsible to count & check each product quality. On quality 

check disputed product will be return to Seller within 30 days from the date 

of receive and product return shipping cost will be bear by seller. MARS 

shall only receive that product which QC passed. In a manner of unseen or 

any product missed the QC by QC team as human error, or any product yet 

not pass QC checked, if such product sent to customer and arise any 

disputed issue, Seller is sole responsible of that disputed claim to resolve 

as guided in this agreement; 

13.24.4. MARS at its transit center is not responsible or not be questioned by seller 

about QC check activities. QC check is the part of support service for seller. 



Seller have to maintain its QC check before shipment at transit center and 

shall responsible of his own product consequences or occurrence; 

13.24.5. Any intact with sealed product that have seal broken issue for quality check 

or QC team is unable to verify the presence of original product inside the 

box availability for such product MARS shall not be responsible for any QC 

check or any arise issue by customer, Seller shall be responsible for any 

obligation, or claim or any type of loss of the product.  

13.24.6. MARS will investigate any disputed issue raised by seller for any unsealed 

product on perception of the dispute reason happened on transit center by 

MARS staff on handling, if the obligation found true fact belongs to MARS 

on investigation, MARS will compensate the net purchase price of that 

product to Seller; 

13.24.7. Seller shall fully be responsible for any unauthorized product as per 

government regulation to deliver in MARS transit center if any time it found 

/ raised by MARS or any concern of handling this product. In Such case 

seller shall be responsible to handle all issued raised by government 

concern, it will lead also the delisting the shop; 

13.24.8. Seller shall responsible for packing the stock before shipment as per 

packing guideline stated under clause no.10. For a good quantity of product, 

Seller must follow the packing clause no.10.6; 

13.24.9. Seller shall responsible to deliver correct product & packing detail in E-mail 

to MARS transit center before shipping. And attach same detail like count, 

configuration of product, packing list, accessories list & any papers require 

or declared by government authorities or whatever relate to product inside 

the cartoon/ box. Every product should clearly be mentioned by seller the 

barcode, tags, size, seals, price, packing list etc. Seller shall / must do the 

QC check of every product to avoid of sending faulty / defective / incomplete 

/ rejected product before shipment. 

14. Rights & Relation 

14.1. Relation within both Parties: MARS act only as a commission agent in this 

agreement in relation with seller within both parties, this agreement or any 

contract of this agreement will not be expressed as joint venture / franchise / 



any form of employment relation / partnership and it’s shall not execute any 

liability to MARS. 

14.2. Both Party Notice Format: All kind of notices within both parties shall be 

delivered / exchange in written format with acknowledgement receipt. 

14.3. Rights of this Agreement: MARS shall be entitled to commence any legal 

proceedings to protect / secure its exclusive rights, constitutional rights of this 

agreement, confidential information, by dint of injunctive or any reasonable 

relief of this agreement. 

14.4. No renunciation by MARS for breaching any part of this agreement by seller 

shall be considered a renunciation in succeeding breach of same or any terms 

of this agreement. If any code, policy, section of this agreement is held by any 

competent concern / authority to be invalid / unenforceable in whole or any part, 

the validity of any other part of this agreement in question shall not be affected. 

14.5. Individuals who don’t have involvement including both parties’ staff, contractors, 

agents shall have no right to impose any provision / section of this agreement 

which deliberates a benefit to that individual deprived of written consent from 

parties under this agreement. Any typo or clerical or any omission in any 

document, invoice, contracts, agreement, policies on the part of MARS shall 

subject to correction without any liabilities to the MARS part. 

15. Changes or Alteration 

15.1. Seller agreed and acknowledged that MARS have sole rights to change, alter, 

amend of any section, terms, contracts, code, platform & seller in relation all 

policies and any changes / update of this agreement or in policies shall come 

into force and be binding by seller to update with align him/herself for further 

following & practicing with these applicable changes. 

15.2. Seller should proactively and regularly review the agreement with all policies 

time to time basis while MARS will also be informed the changes to seller 

through electronic communications.  

15.3. Sellers regular access and use of marketplace & seller account with online shop 

represents the acceptances of any changes / update of this agreement and any 

policies, furthermore if no response / disagreement received from seller end by 



electronic / written communication. Disagreement will lead the separation of this 

agreement as per termination policy. 

16. Assignment & Agreement Validity 

16.1. Assignment: 

16.1.1. MARS deserves right to assign this agreement any part or full to any party 

including MARS associates. 

16.1.2. For any changes of ownership or any product / process related activities 

which have relation with MARS marketplace or in relation with this 

agreement, Seller shall inform MARS with written announcement instantly. 

16.1.3. Seller may not authorize to transfer its responsibility / liabilities under this 

agreement or any part of this agreement or any contract prior written notice 

to MARS and If permitted from MARS then any such circumstances shall 

not alter / release seller from MARS obligation in connection to this 

agreement or any contract. 

16.2. Agreement Validity:  

16.2.1. Validity of this agreement is one year and extendable by implicit agreement 

until any parties terminate it: 

16.2.2. Seller May terminate this agreement with 15 days prior notice with written 

consent by registered letter with acknowledgement from opposite end. 

16.2.3. If any refund / replacement / payment settlement issues are not pending. If 

pending, seller shall resolve the pending issues as guided in this agreement 

and after resolution termination notice will take place to count for separation. 

Until the resolution, notice status will be pending to be implemented. So, the 

agreement shall not be terminated if any contract entered into by seller with 

customer until completed the contracts under this agreement. 

16.2.4. All outstanding will be settled by both parties on agreement termination. 

16.2.5. MARS have right to terminate this agreement with / without prior notice at 

any time with seller on immediate effect after the occurrence of any following 

proceedings occurred by seller as listed below but not limited to: 

16.2.5.1. Seller being in breach of any prohibition / obligation as stated into this 

agreement. 



16.2.5.2. Seller being in breach of any written notice regulation / guideline given to 

Seller after occurrence or obligation events receipt from MARS within the 

stated timeline in written notice; 

16.2.5.3. Seller being in breach of any section of this agreement and passing his 

resolution to avoid / end up; 

16.2.5.4. Seller being in breach of any management direction in relation to this 

agreement, or deny on updated policy or appointed third party to sell of 

seller assets with provided all platform access & confidential data without 

any written consent from MARS; 

16.2.5.5. Seller being in breach of any terms of this agreement. 

16.2.5.6. Seller being in breach of any warrants or presentation or representation 

contract under this agreement; 

16.2.5.7. Seller being in breach of any guideline as stated into this agreement; 

16.2.5.8. Seller doing any improper practice to settle or protecting himself by 

involving court jurisdiction from its creditors; 

16.2.5.9. MARS its own accountability informing seller if any of the above occurred 

in belongs to any seller. 

17. Indemnification 

17.1. Seller agrees to protect, release, secure, insure and defend MARS including 

their associates & all staffs, vendor, distributor, field worker, agents, users, 

inheritors, against from all expense (including legal costs on an indemnity 

basis), consequences, losses, expenses, penalties, damages, and liabilities 

whatever are arising in connection to:  

17.1.1. Faulty product sold to customers. Any customer claim raised against seller 

as per any contract.  

17.1.2. Lower quality packaging by seller for shipping product, not followed 

packaging / labeling guideline.  

17.1.3. Violation of law / policy / regulations committed by the Seller, or any 

payment failure by seller to pay on time the duties or taxes whatsoever 

relate to product supply, delivery, sale, manufacture, import etc.  



17.1.4. Any carelessness, inattention, mistakes of whatsoever nature of Seller or 

its staffs or belongs to his supplier, agent, contractors etc. Or breach of 

warranty / guarantee or any representation made herein. 

18. Force Majeure 

18.1. MARS shall not be responsible to seller or any individuals by any means of 

breaching this agreement for any delay of delivery & performing or for any 

failure to execute /perform, or any failure of financial settlement on timely 

manner due to any reason behind MARS without prejudice to the overview of 

the following shall be caused beyond MARS out of his control below: 

18.1.1. MARS shall not be liable for any kind of situation or any loss or impairment 

suffered by the seller if such circumstances continue, MARS may have its 

option to suspend performance or delivery partially / fully if it’s results any 

cause of failures with customer by seller to fulfill any contract. 

18.1.2. Fire, War, any Pandemic situation, long term strike by any political situation, 

flood, detonation, sabotage, catastrophe, embargoes, revolution, national 

power failure, production incapability due to any unexpected reason, actions 

or curfew or any trade disputes or any new regulation imposed by any 

government & local authority, or any special matter or by any means of 

subject considered to be force majeure. 

19. Transit Center Storage & Product Packing shipment Charges 

19.1. Transit Center Storage Charge: Storage charge will be calculated on cubic feet 

of space obtained by the product / stock. The minimum storage space shall be 

obtained by any seller is 30 cubic feet. Per cubic feet charge is 6 Taka BDT. 

Handling fee (Onboarding, moving, tags, rack filling, barcode, QC, pesticide, 

labor etc.) is 3 Taka BDT per cubic feet. Seller shall acknowledge and agrees 

the charges upon availing this FBM service at transit center.  



19.2. Product Packing / Re-packing Charge by MARS: Packing charge will be applied 

as per cubic feet of the product shipping box. Printing of Invoice, shipment, label 

& return form cost will be applied in packing charges including rates. Minimum 

1 cubic feet charge shall be applicable, not less than that. Per cubic feet charge 

is 50 Taka BDT. Seller shall acknowledge and agrees to bear the charge for 

any shipment packing from MARS end. 

20. Buyer Seller Communication Policy 

20.1. Seller shall be responsible to follow, acknowledges the buyer seller 

communication policy and response process clause no. 2.5 & 2.13 under this 

agreement. 

Buyer Seller Communication Policy 
Category Detail 

Communication Policy MARS Buyer Seller communication policy is the way of 
communication with buyer in terms of behavior, query 
answering to buyer on timely manner only through MARS 
platform. 

Violation of Policy violation of communication policy will lead to separation 
of MARS agreement. And will lead to financial penalty on 
prove clause no. 2.13 

Product Review and Rating Customer Review & rating is a window to Seller to get 
customer comments on his product for any improvement. 

Query & Answer Query and Answer is the widow for seller to provide right 
information to buyer as asked for his product inquiry 
before / after sells. As stated in the clause in marketplace 
agreement section 2.5 



Interaction Guidance with 
Buyer 

Detail Below: 

1 Sellers are prohibited to ask buyer personal / contact 
details. 

2 Sellers are prohibited to share their contact credentials or 
websites to buyer in any form of language. Also, Seller is 
not allowed to conduct with buyer through offline / online 
in any platform except MARS messaging platform. 

3 Sellers are prohibited on replying inappropriate question 
instead to answer the buyers query, also prohibited on 
profanities or hate conversation, threats through any 
communication media verbal or online to exchange with 
buyers. Seller must not answer any words / sentences 
which is not requested by buyers. 

4 Sellers are prohibited to do any transaction with MARS 
buyers in offline / online except the MARS process only 
at dealing of MARS E-commerce business for any 
service or products on the time of buying product. 

5 Sellers are prohibited to share any fake communication, 
conversions, inappropriate or fake promotion to buyer 
through MARS platform for increasing their sales growth 
which will lead to penalize on his seller account. Seller 
are prohibited to do any personal promotion in MARS 
platform. 

6 All sellers are requested to respond on buyer’s query with 
right answer within 24 hours’ time frame to be truthful on 
buyers. 

 

21. Product Return & Replace Request by Customer 

Product Return and Replacement Policy for Customer 

Product replacement / return on successful delivery to customer door steps will be depend on below 
table Condition. 

Category Customer Return Policy 

Any type of Disputed product 
Return process (Customer 
will raise replacement RMA 
request through his 

Customer shall return it & shall return in MARS warehouse within 5 
Days from the date of received, Customer Must raise RMA request 
within 24 hours or on defective check within 48 hours. & on RMA 
approval from MARS, customer will get replacement within 25 days 



dashboard panel with return 
form filling)  

from RMA approved date. After 48 hours, no RMA request shall not 
be accepted from customer end. Return form should be fill and attach 
on sending disputed defective product. 

Disputed Product due to 
Missing Accessories or 
Product not shown as 
original in terms of color, 
size, quality or faulty / 
defective / damaged / 
rejected product etc. 

Customer has to check instant on received product, declare it by 
writing it on courier slip, keep copy and send mail on rejection. As 
stated, process above on first row at this table, customer will get 
replacement within 25 days from the rejection date product received 
in MARS warehouse. 

Branded Products Branded items non-returnable, please contact on brand company 
service center. 

Mobile & Computer 
Category, Groceries, Pet 
food supplies, harnesses, 
shampoo typed all, Liquid 
Items, Software, Beauty & 
Health, Jewelry 

Non-returnable, Only at  
Case to Case basis only for mobile, Customer will be return it within 5 
Days from the date of received. If approved by MARS, customer will 
get replacement within 25 days from the rejection date product 
received in MARS warehouse.   

All Category Except Above As stated, process above on first row at this table for product 
replacement. If return items (as stated below row condition) found not 
in that original status as it was sent then price penalty will be 
applicable to customer case to case basis as per seller policy. 
Customer is not eligible to return if it’s not required or no longer 
needed. If product not defective and customer insist to return, 
customer has to bear penalty of 30% product price with courier charge 
deduction from total price amount. 

All Items Return condition. Customer must be return the product in original condition with all 
accessories into original box included warranty, manual paper, price 
tags, unused, not dirty etc. as an intact form. 

 

22. Payment Policy 

22.1. In Addition to payment term clause no.5 including it’s all points, Seller shall 

agree, acknowledge and confirm to follow payment policy guidelines. 

Payment Policy 
Category Detail 

Payment 
Status 

Seller can check their payment pending and success status in their 
dashboard report section. Transactional payment will be transferred to 
seller bank account as shared in seller profile after deduction of 
commission & other fees / charges /penalties whichever due at Seller. 



Payment 
Cycle 

Payment will be made bi-monthly basis as per payment terms. In case of 
any public holiday falls upon payment date, then payment will be released 
on upcoming working day.  

Payment 
Recovery 

From the successfully shipment received by customer of any product until 
any RMA request raise within 48 hours of successful shipment date, Seller 
can raise payment request of successful delivery product amount. In Case, 
on paid payment transaction after shipment by MARS to seller, later in any 
situation product return to MARS due to any customer disputes, then 
MARS will deduct equivalent amount including any penalties or charges 
applicable from seller next payment cycle or seller will return the same 
amount within 7 business days to MARS. 

Payment 
Method 

Amount will be paid direct to seller declared bank account which is 
associated with MARs seller account. Seller must keep their product 
chalan copy for all product which handed over to MARS for future 
reference if required for any clarification. 

Counterfeit 
Items 
Penalty 

Counterfeit Claimed by a customer if found valid for the seller items which 
is fake or not the same product which was given in site for sell, then penalty 
fee will be charged to seller which could be up to 70% of the product price. 

Delivery 
failed / 
Returned 
Items 

For any delivery failed product / return product missing and if seller not get 
it then MARS will compensate for that item. 

 

23. Seller Return & Replace Policy 

23.1. Seller shall responsible to acknowledge, authorize, follow the payment policy in 

addition to payment terms stated in this agreement in different clause wherever 

published. 

Product Return and Replacement Policy for Seller 
Successful delivered Product rejection by customer, replacement / return policy by 
Seller for those products will be depend on below table Condition: 

Category Customer Return Policy Seller Return & Replacement Policy 

Product Delivered in 
damaged conditions 

Customer will be return it 
within 5 Days from the 
date of received 

Follow MARS packaging policy, Seller 
replacement by 25 Days from the date 
of rejection.  



Seller will collect the rejection items 
from drop point within 15 days of 
rejection date. 

Missing Accessories 
 
Or  
 
Received Product 
different from 
Ordered Items in 
terms of color, size 
or other 

Customer has to check 
instant on received 
product, declare it by 
writing it on courier slip, 
keep copy and send mail 
on rejection. Customer 
will be return it within 5 
Days from the date of 
received. 

Must send always complete product.  
Follow MARS packaging policy, Seller 
replacement by 25 Days from the date 
of rejection. 
 
Seller will collect the rejection items 
from drop point within 15 days of 
rejection date upon receiving from 
customer. 

Branded Products Branded items non-
returnable, please 
contact on brand 
company service center. 

If any other issues found and raised, it 
will be raised to brand company, if 
brand company consider in any issue, 
it could be considered as per brand 
company return policy. 

Mobile & Computer 
Category, 
Groceries, Books, 
Pet food supplies, 
harnesses, 
shampoos/ 
conditioners. Liquid 
Items, Software, 
Beauty & Health, 
Jewelry 

Non-returnable  
 
Case to Case basis only 
for mobile, Customer will 
be return it within 5 Days 
from the date of 
received. If approved by 
MARS, customer will get 
replacement within 25 
days from the rejection 
date product received in 
MARS warehouse. 

Mobile will be as per Seller policy 
case to case basis. Or as per Brand 
Product policy 
 
Delivery failed product will be return to 
Seller.  
 
Seller will collect the rejection items 
from drop point within 15 days of 
rejection date. 

All Category Except 
Above 

Customer will be return it 
within 5 Days from the 
date of received. If return 
items found not in that 
status as it was sent 
then price penalty will be 
applicable to customer 
case to case basis as 

Not allowed to ask any question. 
Please mention correct description on 
product uploading. 
 
Seller replacement by 25 Days from 
the date of rejection. Rejection could 
product is not same as displayed, 
defective, old, incomplete etc.    



per seller policy. 
Customer is not eligible 
to return if it’s not 
required or no longer 
needed. If product not 
defective and customer 
insist to return, customer 
has to bear penalty of 
30% product price with 
courier charge deduction 
from total price amount. 

Seller will collect the rejection items 
from drop point within 15 days of 
rejection date. 
 
In case of customer insist to return 
product without any defect of product, 
seller will return the product with 30% 
penalty charge from customer.  

All Items Return Customer must be return 
the product in original 
condition with all 
accessories into original 
box included warranty, 
manual paper, price tags 
etc. as an intact form 

Seller will collect the rejection items 
from drop point within 15 days of 
rejection date. MARS will not do 
quality check for the rejection product. 

 

24. Hyper Local Shop 

24.1. Hyper local shop will be operated through thana and district wise by monthly fix 

amount to be paid at MARS or by any fix commission basis as per monthly 

volume sell count. Hyper local ship will be responsible for his own shipping 

facility to deliver his product. Hyper local shop shall be bind with all terms & 

clause at this agreement whichever applicable to operation seller account. 

25. Accountability in Shipping Cost 

Shipping Reason from either party to deliver / disburse Seller 
Accountable 
for shipping 
Cost 

Customer 
Accountable for 
shipping cost 

Disputed Product Return from Customer to MARS Hub Yes No 

Disputed Return Product from MARS to Seller Yes No 

Order placed Product Deliver to MARS drop ship hub 
by courier 

Yes N/A 

Order Cancelled Product deliver from MARS to Seller Yes No 



Replaced new product deliver to MARS drop hub by 
courier from Seller End 

Yes N/A 

Replacement new product deliver from MARS to 
customer 

Yes No 

FDS -OSI Product deliver to MARS transit center from 
Seller 

Yes N/A 

FDS- OSI QC failed product deliver to Seller from 
MARS transit Center 

Yes N/A 

New Order Placed Product Deliver to Customer from 
MARS – Free shipping 

Yes No 

Disputed Return Product from MARS to Seller 
physically 

No N/A 

Order placed Product deliver to MARS drop ship hub 
physically 

No N/A 

Replacement new product deliver to MARS drop ship 
hub physically 

No N/A 

New Order Placed Product Deliver to Customer from 
MARS 

No Yes 

Order Cancelled product from customer to MARS No Yes 

Invalid dispute return product again shipped to 
Customer form MARS 

No Yes 

But not limited to   
 

26. Payment / Cost Accountability 

Financial /Payment / Charges / Duties / 
Taxes / Penalization 

Payment / Cost 
Accountability 
by Seller 

Payment 
Accountability 
by MARS 

Any kind of Shipment, Taxes, duties, 
charges, penalization by any government 
authority, transport tax, VAT, Sales Tax 

Yes No 

Expense due to any Product publishing / 
display into platform require any kind of 
approval, authorization, documentation 
obtain from any concern or government 
authority to display 

Yes No 

Charges / Fees / Penalization due to any 
lack of documentation from government 
concern authority 

Yes No 



Customer disputed penalization to Seller 
by any authority 

Yes No 

Disputed cases expense against court to 
Seller 

Yes No 

Damage / Incomplete / disputed product 
from customer 

Yes No 

Penalization from MARS due to not 
followed any clause relate in cost 
generation or payment binding comes in 
any contracts under this agreement 

Yes No 

Breach of clause no. 2.5 & 20 by seller as 
declared under this agreement, 50k Tk 
penalization against seller, clause no, 
2.13. 

Yes No 

MARS approved Refund under the refund 
clause under this agreement 

Yes No 

Packing / Re-packing charges 
accountability into Seller to pay MARS as 
per clause no. 25 into this agreement. 

Yes No 

Transit Center Storage Charge Yes No 

On Investigation by MARS dispute raised 
by seller and found true fact of product 
damage happened by MARS staff. 
Compensation of product net purchased 
amount 

No Yes 

But not limited to   

 

27. Definition & Interpretation 

27.1. Words & Expressions under this agreement shall have below definition: 

Words Definition 

Payment 
Transaction 

Payment transaction is the payment cycle by monthly will be paid to 
seller of his sold product payment. 

Buyer Buyer is a form of word as customer who come to online MARS 
platform to buy anything. 

Customer Customer who come to online MARS platform to buy anything 
treated as buyer 



Clause / Term Article or section of any term have mentioned to guide / follow 

Provision Facility or delivery of any section in connection to this agreement to 
be performed 

Fee / Charges Any payment already mentioned / declared to be paid condition / 
unconditionally 

Commission Benefits of any privileges given to seller for performance by earning 
methodology through online MARS platform.  

Agent As a mediator to act for any support / facilitation. 
Intellectual 
Property 

Any trade mark or registered patent or copy right or service mark or 
any industrial mark which belongs to its ownership subject to 
prohibit or unauthorize use by other. 

Penalty / 
Penalization 

A charge borne due to breach of any terms or contracts under this 
agreement by the seller 

Pending Yet not execute or on process or not yet paid 

Platform Online Marketplace where any seller enlisted themselves to sell 
goods. 

Platform policies Collectives terms & guidelines to run / handle of online business in 
MARS 

Policies Guidelines shall be followed by seller & Customer to operate 
dealing and business in MARS online platform 

Packaging / 
packing 

To secure product from damaging, dirty, protect to be in original 
condition on traveling any transport channel. 

Seller 
Performance 

Presentation of seller in terms of quality sell, guideline follow, legal 
and logical practice, customer feedback etc. aggregating all to 
measure a ranking for seller is treat as performance. 

Listing product Product list which upload by seller in his seller dashboard for sell 
delisting Due to any disputes or not following agreement terms Seller online 

shop account can be inactive / delete / disable to operate. 
RMA Request Refund, replace or refund request through customer panel for 

raising. 
Return Ordered product cancelled and back to seller in FBM process which 

used as Return 
Replace Due to any dispute of any received product by customer request for 

exchange with a good one product is here Replace 
Refund Due to any disputes or customer no longer need any product where 

customer asked for refund of his / her paid amount in refund 
process through system 



SPCS “Seller Product collection Service” is a pick service to pick product 
from seller point by MARS fulfilment 

Drop Ship Hub Here Seller can drop their order placed product for fulfilment 
process by MARS 

OSI “Onboarding Seller Inventory” is a service to support seller for fast 
delivery execution to facilitate customer on receiving his product 
with shortest time. 

FBM Fulfilment by MARS is a service to support seller in product 
shipment with delivery, customer payment collection on behalf of 
seller, support to grow seller business process. 

Contract Contract between buyer / customer and seller to purchase & sell 
product / services through MARS online platform. 

Transit Center Transit center is assigned or arrange a storage by MARS for seller 
to onboard seller inventory to facilitate product shipment in shortest 
time through shipment process. 

Hyper Local Hyper local is a local thana / district shop engaged with MARS 
platform to deliver product within his area on behalf of MARS FBM 
by ensuring all terms & condition. 

Bank Account Account associated with seller payment where MARS will pay the 
Seller payment into that financial account as entered into Seller 
dashboard bank account information. 

Working Day Official day excluding weekly holiday in which days all financial, 
private & government offices are allowed to open their official 
operation in Bangladesh 

Days /Day Days including any holiday counted in Bangladesh 
Cancel Product Product which has been cancelled after placed an order by 

customer, Order cancel can be applied after shipment / before 
shipment received by customer 

Products The goods which intend to sell by seller in MARS online platform 

Reject Product Product which already reject by any manufacture or by any source 
of producing or by any party which is already unusable & non quality 
to serve the purpose. 

28. Seller Compliance Policy 

28.1. MARS committed to introduce a legit, 100% quality ensured and reliable 

marketplace into its buyers for trusting us in depth manner to do any quality 

purchase to serve their needs, as well as ensured a platform for seller to explore 



credibility of their online trading into the future arena in business growth. In 

addition to this agreement seller acknowledges and agrees on compliance 

policy. 

28.2. Penalize shall be execute by MARS upon violation of any contract / terms / 

policies by the seller in connection to this agreement. 

Penalization Type Definition & Execution 
General Warning You will be informed through verbal & E-mail  

Product Publish into 
Marketplace 

Your disputed product will be inactive for publishing into 
marketplace 

Product Publish into 
Marketplace base on 
duration 

Your product will be inactive to publish in marketplace 
for a certain duration, case to case basis. 

Product delete forever Your disputed product shall be permanently deleted from 
marketplace due to repeated occurrence.  

New product Listing You will be band to list new product into marketplace for 
a certain period. 

New product Listing 
restriction Forever 

You will be back listed to list new product into 
marketplace 

Seller Account Suspension 
for a duration 

Your Seller account will be suspended for a duration to 
operate. 

Seller Account Restricted 
forever 

Your shop will be permanently suspended 

Permanent Account 
Deactivation 

Your account will be permanently deactivated and 
onwards from your company no new account will be 
accepted. 

 


